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Abstract 
Next-generation experiments with ultracold neutrons are driven by the strength of the neutron sources as well as by the 
environmental conditions where the experiments are performed. Properly designed beam position infrastructure is therefore 
crucial to make use of new facilities, e.g. for the measurement of the electric dipole moment of the neutron. As an example for a 
next-generation effort, the beam position requirements at the FRM-II are discussed and the progress of the implementation of 
the non-magnetic facility is presented. 
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1. Introduction 
Next-generation experiments with ultracold neutrons (UCN) require, in addition to a high number of ultracold 
neutrons, highly specialized infrastructure. Such experiments exhibit a varying set of characteristics: for example, 
they may operate either in storage or continuous flow mode, their setups can be long- or short-term installations, 
and the design can be vacuum-room temperature type or cryogenic. These characteristics may lead to different 
requirements, including different distances to the neutron source or dependence on a particular UCN source 
concept. 
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Current generation experiments are typically operated at the user-facility PF2 at ILL, where the experiment 
producing the current best limit for the electric dipole moment (EDM) of the neutron (10-26 e cm) was performed 
[1]. In this setup, UCN are delivered in vacuum to the neutron trap at room temperature, with the source of UCN 
separated from the installation by several meters. A continuous source delivers UCN to this experiment during 
filling of the trap and may also supply other experiments. 
Several UCN EDM experiments are currently prepared, e.g. Cryo-EDM, FRM-II, ILL-PNPI, JPARC, NIST, 
PSI, SNS, TRIUMF [2]. The Cryo-EDM experiment and the SNS neutron EDM experiment will receive neutrons 
from a cold-neutron beam, producing their own UCN using superfluid helium.  Such a setup using a dedicated 
UCN source generally requires a permanent beam position at larger distance from the neutron source due to e.g. 
space requirements. 
It should be noted that these types of experiments use trapped neutrons and are refilled with a duty cycle of 
several minutes. However, other measurements will require continuous flux of UCN. 
Long-term flagship experiments with dedicated beam positions include a measurement of the neutron EDM; 
bound states of the neutron in the earth’s gravitational field; neutron decay investigations; (magnetic) neutron life-
time measurements or neutron – antineutron oscillation measurements. However, multi-purpose beam positions are 
required to perform additional investigations, including beam tailoring experiments (like a re-acceleration of UCN 
and the production of perfectly polarized high brightness beams); R&D and investigations of systematic effects for 
the larger permanently installed experiments; quantum-optical and interferometric investigations; and surface- and 
solid-state physics investigations. 
The possibility to test new ideas in an uncomplicated way, as it is currently possible at ILL PF2, should be 
preserved. As stated above, the layout of the experiments is closely linked to the type of UCN source. To enable a 
variety of experiments in future, the source should therefore provide neutrons for different kinds of experiments. 
2. Electric dipole moment measurements 
For an EDM measurement with UCN at room temperature based on Ramsey’s method with a sensitivity goal of 
10-28 e cm, a source of UCN providing a density of 103 /cm3 inside the experiment is required to achieve run times 
on the order of one year for the statistical precision. A problem for this type of experiment is the large distance to 
the source, which imposes strong requirements for the guide between source and experiments. This issue has been 
investigated previously, where 6 m replica guides showed 99.0±0.6 %/m transmission [3]. This indicates that, for 
long distances between source and experiment, as it is the case at the FRM-II reactor, a relative loss in UCN 
density at the position of the EDM experiment of 30 % can be expected due to the distance of the source to the 
experiment of 27 m. Also, due to the large volume of the guide compared to typical volumes of EDM installations 
(< 50 l), the source must continuously provide neutrons. Alternative designs of neutron EDM measurements only 
require placement at a cold neutron beam, where the UCN are produced in superfluid helium and the experiment is 
directly linked to the UCN production region. 
Next generation EDM experiments also require a well-controlled environment. For example, the technical 
issues relevant for the EDM installation at the FRM-II reactor are illustrated below: 
• Electrical decoupling from the facility and a point-like ground, 
• Non-magnetic foundations and floor over an area of > 7×10 m2, 
• A lowered floor level to enable magnetic shielding symmetric around the beam line, 
• Variable floor height to perform the experiment at different heights with variable UCN spectra, 
• Vibration decoupling of the floor, 
• Access to sub-floor level for magnetic field sensors, 
• Limits on electromagnetic distortions from surrounding experimental installations. 
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significantly higher than at PF2. As can be seen in the neutron EDM installation at the FRM-II, developments in 
infrastructure, e.g. the magnetic environment, significantly enhance the reach of next generation measurements. 
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